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We are living in an inquiring and innovation – oriented society.  The demand of 21
st
 century is novelty, creativity and integration of 

knowledge at global level research, critical and analytical thoughts.  Rapidly social changes are creating uncertainly and complexity in the 

society.  To prepare the children and youths to cope with re present situation needs to develop analytical and critical thinking skills and 

attitude that would make them more flexible and innovative to deal with uncertainty and crises at national and global level.  The greatest 

need of the hour is to redesign curriculum, text books, teaching methodology and children literature, formal and non-formal education 

system.  

 

VALUE OF EDUCATION 

 Education is the tool which can inculcate national and cultural values and literate people of false prejudice, ignorance and 

representations.  It provide them required knowledge, technique, skill and information and enables them to know their rights and 

duties towards their family, their society and towards their mother land at large. 

 Education sustains the human values which contribute to individual and collective well-being.  It forms the basis for life long 

learning and inspires confidence to face challenges.  It provides the skills to individuals to become more self –reliant and aware of 

opportunities and rights. 

 Education expands their vision and outlook, provokes the spirit of healthy completion and a desire to advance for the achievements 

of their consciousness regenerating truth and their capability to fight ignorance, injustice, corruption, violence disparity and 

communalism. 

 Education is the key which allows people to move up in the world seek better jobs and ultimately succeed in the their lives. 

 Education strives to banish social evils, blind customs and traditions through various social reformation projects political 

movements, social service schemes and also tries to bring in needed social changes and reforms.  

 Education promoting capacity to welcome and accept social change, education propagates in the society both the materialistic and 

non materialistic techniques.  It prepares the mentality of people to welcome and adopt desirable social changes easily and gladly.  

 Education promotes in the individuals the capacity to increase their areas and scope of knowledge more and more for their benefit.  

It open new vistas for deeper and deeper investigation and researchers, which bring about desirable changes in material as well as 

non material aspects of culture.  Thus education prepares ground for the advent of social change. 

Education is the complete development of individuality of the child, so that he can make his original contribution to human life 

according to his best capacity  

Education is important from various points of view.  Its field of activity is so wide that all activities and experiences are embraced in 

its sphere of work, Essentially its is a process of development, a development of the talent capacities of a child to the fullest extent. It 

sublimates the animal basic instincts in a child to socially useful activities, habits of thinking and behaving.  
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